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mind was full of folk music but it was transmuted
by his strongly personal style and powerful in
tellect into something highly original His music
is tense and volatile but this restlessness ib some
times relieved by a kind of other wordly ethereal
lyricism as In the lovely slow movements of his
quartets
Bart6k was affected as much by the musical
innovations of Debussy and Stravinsky (see below)
as by East European notably Magyar folk music
and many of his works are an attempt to meld the
two
The most important part of his output is un
doubtedly his string quartets which cover most of
his creative life To this intimate form he con
flded his personal innermost thoughts and in it
conducted his most far reaching musical erperi
ments thereby extending its boundaries beyond
anything previously known As with Beethoven s
late quartets many of Bartok s rely on organic or
cyclic development while remaining iust within
the laws of classical form As Blosco Garner puts
it For profundity of thought imaginative
power logic of structure diversity of formal
details and enlargement of the technical scope
they stand unrivalled in the field of modern
chamber music
The most important of his orchestral works are
the three piano concertos of which the first two
are harsh and uncompromising and fiendishly
difficult to play while the third written in 1945
is mellower and more diatonic The second violin
concerto (1937-8) shows the various elements of
Bartx5k a style in full flower by turns exhuberant
passionate and brilliant The Music for Strings
Percussion and Cekata (1037) is remarkable for its
strange sonorities and its fascmatlng texture
The Concerto for Orchestra (1944) is more name
diately appealing and again shows the composer
in complete command of a large canvas Of the
piano works Mikrokosmos (1935) and the sonata
for two pianos and percussion (1937) are especially
to be noted
His chief stage pieces are The Miraculous
Handann (1919) a harsh cruel ballet which drew
appropriately dramatic music from the composer
and the opera Duke Bluebeard a Castle (1911) a
luscious original score that males one regret that
he wrote no more operas later m Ms career
Kodaly (1882-1967) was from early years Closely
issociated with Bartok and with him collected
Hungarian folk melodies using many of them
in his music He worked in many forms and the
more important of his works are the Peacock
Variations for orchestra the choral Psalmus
Sungancus and Te Deum The Dances of Galdnta
and the opera Hdry Jdnos and the sonatas for
cello and for unaccompanied cello
Sibelius Nielsen and Grieg
Among Scandinavian composers the Finn Jean
Sibelius (1865-1957) and the Dane Carl Nielsen
(1805-1031) are outstanding Sibelius is a lone
northern figure ploughing his own furrow
oblivious or at any rate ignoring the unusual
developments that were taking place in Central
Europe yet his seven symphonies are strong as
granite honest rugged worts that will un
doubtedly stand the test of time They are not
by any means all similar in mood or even form
The first is very much influenced by Tchaikovsky
and Borodin the second and third show a more
personal style developing the fourth is terse and
tragic the fifth lyrical bright and lucid the sixth
is perhaps most typically Sibelian in its evocation
of primeval nature, and the seventh—in one
continuous movement—Is a more purely abstract
piece notable for its structural logic and the grand
ness of its themes The violin concerto is the
most easily understood of the composer's ma.tn
works and has a grateful part for the soloist
The tone poems The Swan of Tuonela Pdhiola s
Daughter En Saga Night Bade and Sunrise, The
Sard and Tamola uncannily evoke the icy words
of the legends of the far north and the primeval
 forces of nature Sibelius s one string auartet
Voces Intimae and many of his songs axe worth,
hearing too The quality of this enigmatic com
posers music has recently been the subject of
much argument but his musical personality is
probably strong enough to survive the quirks of
fashion.
Carl Nielsen (1865-1931) is another individual
ist His six symphonies like Sibehus s seven are
the most important part of his output but -whereas
Sibehus was dealing with, a huge uninhabited
northern landscape Nielsen is more friendly and
serene in his music which is seldom forbidding
always inventive throwing a new bent through
unusual ideas about harmony structure and
tonality on traditional forme He also wrote
highly individual concertos for the flute and
clarinet four string Quartets and two operas—
the dramatic rather Brahmsian Saul and Davul
(1902) and a delightful comedy Maskarade (1906)
full of lyrical music
The Norwegian composer Edvard Grieg (1843-
1907) was essentially a miniaturist whose range of
feeling was not wide but whose music is always
gentle and appealing His most notable works
are the romantic piano concerto the atmospheric
incidental music to Ibsen s play Feet Gynt the
charming Lync Suite and the small piano pieces
Not an important composer then but always an
attractive one
Elgar and the English Revival.
After the death of Purcell there is hardly a name
in English music worth speaking of until the 19th,
cent when Hubert Parry (184&-1918) and Charles
Villiers Stanford (1852-1924) actually an Irish
man led a revival Their music is seldom heard
today but their pioneer work paved the way
for Edwaxd Elgar (1857-1934) Although all
were influenced by Brahms they nevertheless
managed to establish a new English tradition that
has been earned on m our own day Elgar s
symphonies are laid out on a grand leisurely scale
and they are both eloquent and exhilarating His
violin concerto has an elegiac slow movement aa
has the glorious cello concerto and both contain
many fine opportunities for the soloist The
cello concerto is as appealing a work ae any by
Elgar expressing his innermost thoughts His
Enigma variations are a series of portraits in
sound of his fnends but there is another overall
theme to go with them that has never been idea
tified. This has not prevented the work from
becoming Elgar's most popular not surprisingly
when one considers its cliaim and melodiousness
Three other orchestral pieces that should not be
neglected are his symphonic study Faletaff a
many sided musical picture of the Fat Knight and
the overtures Cockaigne a happy evocation of
London and In the South inspired by a visit to
Italy His three late chamber works written
when he was 61 are reticent economic pieces that
remove any misconception of Elgar as a bombastic
composer His songs are mostly feeble but the
oratorios notably WieDreamof GeronKus showthe
composer s ability to control a large canvas The
composer himself wrote over the score of Gerontms
This is the best of me —a verdict with which we
can readily agree
The French Impressionists
Cesar Franck (1822-90) was the main figure in
mid 19th cent musical France and his influence
spread even wider than his music of which only
the D minor Symphony the Symphonic Variations
for piano and orchestra tbe piano quintet and the
violin sonata are likely to be encountered today
The leading French opera composers of that time
were Massenet (1842-1912) and Gounod (1818-98)
Concurrently with similar movements m French
painting and poetry came the French Impression
ist composers at the end of the 19th cent Their
leader—and one of the great seminal forces of
modern music—was Claude Debussy (1862-1918)
His aim was to capture a mood or sensation and he
did that by more or less inventing a fresh system

